The enormous prevalence of tailed DNA bacteriophages on this planet is enabled by highly efficient self-assembly of hundreds of protein subunits into highly stable capsids. These capsids can stand with an internal pressure as high as ∼50 atmospheres as a result of the phage DNA-packaging process. Here we report the complete atomic model of the headful DNA-packaging bacteriophage Sf6 at 2.9 Å resolution determined by electron cryo-microscopy. The structure reveals the DNA-inflated, tensed state of a robust protein shell assembled via noncovalent interactions. Remarkable global conformational polymorphism of capsid proteins, a network formed by extended N arms, mortise-and-tenon-like intercapsomer joints, and abundant β-sheet-like mainchain:mainchain intermolecular interactions, confers significant strength yet also flexibility required for capsid assembly and DNA packaging. Differential formations of the hexon and penton are mediated by a drastic α-helix-to-β-strand structural transition. The assembly scheme revealed here may be common among tailed DNA phages and herpesviruses.
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virus assembly | bacteriophage | DNA packaging | atomic structure | cryoEM T ailed double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) bacteriophages are the most abundant biological entities on this planet (1, 2) . The enormous prevalence of these viruses is made possible by rapid, highly efficient and error-free self-assembly of hundreds of copies of capsid protein subunits into phage capsids. During replication, a phage-encoded machinery called "terminase" packages the phage dsDNA genome into smaller capsid precursors called "procapsids" in an ATP-dependent manner (3, 4) , resulting in structural transformation, or maturation, to expanded mature capsids (5) . The terminase molecules are the most powerful molecular motors and can work against a force larger than 50 pN and package DNA at high rates, resulting in highly densely packed DNA in the capsid at a density of ∼500 g/L and conferring a pressure as high as 50 atmospheres onto the capsid inner surface (6, 7) , more than 10 times that found in any other living system (6, 8, 9) . Such an internal pressure may have implications in injection of phage DNA into host cells upon infection (9) . The phage capsids, formed via noncovalent interactions in most cases, must be sufficiently stable to withstand such an internal pressure.
The assembly of phage capsids and procapsids has been studied intensively (5) . Capsids are typically formed by a single capsid protein, in some cases with additional minor proteins. The capsid proteins share a common fold (10) , as first shown in the 3.44-Å X-ray structure of phage HK97 capsid formed by a single ∼280-residue protein gp5 (11, 12) and later observed in other phages (10) as well as in the floor domain of herpesvirus major capsid proteins (13, 14) . A recent 3.5-Å electron cryo-microscopy (cryoEM) structure of phage T7 shed light on the capsid assembly at the near atomic level (15) . The previous HK97 structures were determined with particles assembled from heterologously expressed capsid proteins in Escherichia coli and/or mutants, which did not contain the DNA genome. No high-resolution structure of authentic, DNA-filled virion is available, preventing understanding of the state of the capsid under the DNA-caused high internal pressure.
Bacteriophage Sf6 is a member of the Podoviridae family of tailed dsDNA bacteriophages (16) . Sf6 has an isometric icosahedral capsid made up of a single protein gp5 of 423 residues, into which the dsDNA genome of ∼39 kbp is packaged using a headful DNApackaging mechanism that is shared by many other phages such as T4, P22, and SPP1 (17) . In such a mechanism, phage DNA is inserted into each capsid precursor or procapsid by the phage terminase until the head is full (thus "headful"), resulting in a terminally redundant, circularly permuted dsDNA molecule packaged in each capsid that is ∼6% longer than the genome (17) .
We have determined the capsid structure of the bacteriophage Sf6 authentic virion at 2.9 Å resolution by cryoEM. The structure reveals atomic details of the construction of an ultra-stable protein shell consisting of >400 copies of a single capsid protein with a thickness of 12 Å at the thinnest place in its native, DNA-filled state, assembled via noncovalent interactions. The assembly scheme may be common among tailed DNA phages and herpesviruses and may have implications in fabrication of strong, but flexible, self-assembled nano-containers.
Results and Discussion
Structure Determination and Overall Structure. Phage Sf6 has an ultra-stable capsid, which remains essentially intact after incubation at 60°C for 45 min (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ). Fluorescence-based thermostability assay shows a melting temperature (Tm) at ∼92°C. In contrast, the Tm of the Sf6 DNA-packaging terminase gp2, a 470-residue protein, is ∼46°C.
The cryoEM images of frozen-hydrated phage Sf6 were recorded with a direct electron detector operating on the superresolution
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counting mode (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 , and Materials and Methods). The structure was determined at 2.9 Å resolution ( Fig. 1 ) with the single-particle cryoEM method, aided by correction of anisotropic magnification distortion of the electron microscope (18) . The icosahedral symmetry was imposed in the reconstruction, resulting in the structure for the capsid, whereas the single tail was averaged out. The cryoEM map was of high quality, showing well-defined density for most amino-acid side chains as well as protruding density for main-chain oxygen atoms (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ). This enabled automated model building for >85% amino acid residues, from which a complete atomic model for all of the seven capsid protein subunits in the icosahedral asymmetric unit was constructed with additional manual rebuilding. The atomic model has excellent stereochemistry and an average real-space correlation coefficient of 0.94 (Fig. 1B and SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and Table S1 ).
The capsid exhibits a T = 7laevo icosahedral symmetry consisting of 12 pentons situated at icosahedral fivefold vertices and 60 hexons, with a maximal diameter of 690 Å between two opposite fivefold vertices (Fig. 1 ). There are seven capsid protein molecules in the icosahedral asymmetric unit. Each molecule contains an elongated N-terminal arm (N arm; residues 1-45) ( Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ), an extended loop (E loop; residues 46-83), a peripheral domain (P domain; residues 84-131 and 357-412), and an axial domain (A domain: residues 132-216, 351-356, and 413-423) that juxtapose around the center of hexons and pentons. These structural elements overall match the canonical HK97 fold in tailed dsDNA bacteriophages and herpesviruses (SI Appendix, Fig. S4) (11, 13, 14) . The Sf6 capsid protein contains an additional 134-residue insertion domain (I domain; residues 217-350) exposed on the outer surface of the capsid. The Sf6 P domain contains a four-stranded β-sheet instead of the three-stranded ones in HK97 and T7 ( Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S4 ). Another difference is in the region of the A domain near the center of capsomers. In Sf6, this region exhibits the short helix α5 in hexons, which transitions to a β-strand in pentons (see below), whereas in HK97 this region is a loop (SI Appendix, Fig. S4 ) (12) .
The Capsid Protein Exhibits Global Conformational Polymorphism.
The seven protein subunits in the icosahedral asymmetric unit are all structurally distinct and the structural differences are global. The A domains are formed by a five-stranded β-sheet packed against three helices and are superimposable among the seven molecules except for molecule G forming the penton (see below). The I domains alone are overall superimposable, with variances mostly in the loop 281-290 that are involved in the inter-I-domain interactions. However, when superimposing the seven molecules according to the A domains, the I domains undergo various shifting with a Cα atomic displacement of as much as 1.5 Å, indicating changes in orientations and positions of the I domains with respect to the A domains.
Significantly larger structural differences occur in the N arms, E loops, and P domains (Fig. 1) . The extended N arms undergo large-scale swinging by as much as 35°between molecules B and G, resulting in a positional displacement of 28 Å for the terminal residue P2 (Fig. 1) . The E loops and P domains bend drastically by ∼15°and ∼20°, respectively, between molecules B and G. The bending leads to significant movement at the distal ends of both structural elements, that is, helix α1 and the P loop (residues 393-396) by ∼10 Å in the P domain and the tip of the E loop by ∼9 Å. The bending in E loops and P domains is not pivoted on any single residues or atoms and cannot be explained by rigid body movement, but instead is propagated gradually over the length, which is enabled by a series of glycine and proline residues including G84, G81, G77, and P53 in the E loop and P406, G361, and G363 in the P domain ( Fig. 1E and SI Appendix, Fig.  S3 ). The β1 and β2 in the E loop and the β21 and β25 in the P domain form a curled β-sheet resembling a half β-barrel, and β2 in the E loop extends to β3 in the P domain, making the two domains essentially a single module, which is termed the "plank" module here. The half β-barrel harbors many of the glycine and proline residues that enable the bending as described above and thus apparently serves as a structural unit that mediates the bending of the plank module. The β2 in this half β-barrel contains a KATG motif conserved among Sf6, phage APSE-1, and P22 (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ).
The extent of the plank module bending differs among the seven molecules depending on their positions in the icosahedral lattice ( Fig. 1 and Movie S1). The plank modules in molecules B and F have essentially the same conformation, but the plank module becomes increasingly bent in the order of molecules E, C, D, and A and culminates in molecule G. These data are consistent with the fact that the plank module of molecule B is juxtaposed with that of molecule F of an adjacent hexon related by the icosahedral fivefold symmetry. Likewise, the plank module in molecule A is juxtaposed with that of molecule G, representing a transition from the hexon, where molecule A is from, to the penton, to which molecule G belongs, as the penton generates the curvature as required for formation of the icosahedral capsid.
Within the context of the P domain, the four-stranded β-sheet encompassing β3, β22, β23, and β24 exhibits twisting to various extents among the seven molecules (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 ). Such twisting is coupled with the bending of the spine helix (residues 105-131). Bending of the spine helix is propagated over the length and culminates at residue P111, leading to significant movement of helix α1 and the P loop. Interestingly, the side chain of F127 in the spine helix flips over in molecules B and F compared with other molecules, which reflects subtle changes in the packing of the spine helix against the P domain β-strands among those molecules.
Taken together, the Sf6 capsid protein exhibits remarkable global conformational polymorphism. In particular, the drastic bending of the plank module matches the need to fit with the quasi-equivalent local environments in the icosahedral lattice. In HK97, the spine helix adopts bent conformations in the 3.65-Å resolution structure of prohead II (19, 20) but is straight in head II (11, 12) , and the P domain in the HK97 prohead II shows twisting compared with that in head II. These conformational changes were proposed to be responsible for procapsid-to-capsid maturation. Our results show that the P-domain β-sheet twisting and spine helix bending occur among the seven molecules in the context of the authentic phage mature capsid, which was not seen in the previous HK97 head II structure at 3.44 Å resolution (12) . Additionally, the HK97 prohead II structure also showed different conformations for the spine helix at different quasi-equivalent positions (20) . Thus, each of the seven molecules undergoes a distinct conformational transition during maturation.
An interesting feature of the observed conformational polymorphism in the plank module, including the E-domain bending, the P-domain β-sheet twisting, and the spine helix bending, is that it cannot be described as a rigid-body movement, but instead is propagated gradually over the length. We propose that the observed plasticity of the plank modules including the spine helices reflects conformational changes that are needed to accommodate the densely packed DNA during the DNA-packaging process. Thus, the observed conformation likely represents a tensed state under the putative high internal pressure in a DNA-filled, authentic capsid. In contrast, the straight conformation of the spine helix observed in the HK97 head II structure may represent a relaxed state, consistent with the fact that the particles were assembled in vitro and did not contain phage DNA and hence no internal pressure.
The Hexon Is Asymmetric and Is Curled. Molecules A to F form the hexon, one of the two types of capsomers in the Sf6 capsid. The hexon is formed via A-domain contacts at the center and "headto-tail" interactions between adjacent E loops and P domains at the periphery (Fig. 1B and Fig. 2) . The E loop from molecule B forms extensive interactions with the P domain of molecule A. In particular, R60 of molecule B reaches into an indentation in the P domain of molecule A, where it makes a salt bridge with E123 in the spine helix (Fig. 2B) . Residues 59-61 in the E loop of molecule B stack on the top of residues 86-88 in β3 of the P domain from molecule A, resulting in extension of the P-domain β-sheet by an additional β-strand. A mainchain:mainchain H-bond is formed between residue N72 in the E loop of molecule B and A90 in the P domain of molecule A, forming a β-sheet-like interaction. The I domain is engaged in numerous intra-and intermolecular interactions. Residues 321-327 act like a finger that pushes down the E loop in molecule B onto the P domain of molecule A. Loop 238-245 interacts with the N-terminal residue of the N arm from an adjacent capsomer. Loop 277-280 reaches the molecule A spine helix, whereas loop 281-290 interacts with the I domain from molecule A. Such a mode of intermolecular interactions repeats in each pair of adjacent molecules in the hexon.
The hexon considerably deviates from a proper sixfold symmetry and, indeed, displays an approximate twofold symmetry (SI Appendix, Fig. S6 A and B) . It was observed previously in HK97 and other phages that hexons in procapsid are twofold skewed (15, 19, 21, 22) , and it was proposed that they are transformed into sixfold symmetric hexons in the virion during the maturation process (11, 19) . The present high-resolution structure of Sf6 shows that maturation of the procapsid formed by highly skewed hexons does not result in sixfold symmetric hexons, but, instead, a considerable extent of skewing remains in the hexons in mature capsid, which is manifested not only in the more flexible P domains and E loops but also in the A domains and I domains.
In addition to being asymmetric, the hexon has a curled shape (SI Appendix, Fig. S6 C and D) . In the context of the capsid, such a curled shape results in a uniformly curved, smooth, inner surface for the five hexons surrounding a penton, which matches well with the curvature of the outermost layer of the packaged DNA that presumably pushes outward against the capsid and may reflect the need to accommodate the packaged DNA and evenly propagate the high internal pressure due to the densely packed DNA. We inspected the capsid protein residues that are close to the outermost layer of the DNA. β22 and flanking loops are closest to DNA and thus most likely make contact with DNA (SI Appendix, Fig. S6E ). Interestingly, β22 is not present in HK97. Residues that are close to the DNA include several basic residues-K29, R193, R209, K369, and R386-which may neutralize the negative charges of the DNA. Nevertheless, several acidic residues-E106, E107, D189, D374, and E381-are also proximal to the DNA. The distribution of positively and negatively charged residues at the capsid inner surface might impact or guide the organization of the DNA. However, a detailed understanding of this requires the accurate structure of the DNA, which is absent in the current cryoEM map as it is icosahedrally averaged.
The T-Rich I Domain. Each phage particle is studded with 415 copies of the I domain exposed on the capsid outer surface. The I domain consists of a six-stranded β-barrel decorated with short and long loops (Fig. 2B) . The NMR structure of the phage P22 I domain combined with lower-resolution cryoEM structures showed a fold similar to those of the folds in the translation initiation factor eIF2gamma-family proteins (23) . Consistent with this, the six-stranded β-barrel of the Sf6 I domain resembles the folds of the translation initiation factor eIF2gamma-family proteins, the P22 I domain, the Pseudomonas phage phi297 tailspike gp61 distal domain, and the phage T5 distal tail protein pb9 (SI Appendix, Fig. S6F ). Interestingly, 18% of residues in the I domain are threonine, and those threonine residues frequently appear in TUT and TUTUT motifs, where U is a hydrophobic residue, on the surface of the protein (Fig. 2B and SI Appendix,  Fig. S3 ). The hoc protein decorating the outer surface of phage T4 capsid is also rich in threonine residues. The T4 hoc protein has been implicated in interaction with metazoa, probably via interaction with mucin lining the mucus of the human intestine, thus reducing the attack of intestinal cells by host bacteria of T4 and forming a line of non-host-derived innate immunity (24, 25) . The Sf6 I domain may play a similar role by interacting with the mucin in the human intestinal epithelium, thus increasing the abundance of the phage in the mucus and reducing the infection by S. flexneri. Alternatively, the I domain may interact with surface features of Shigella flexneri (26), plausibly with low affinity, thus promoting high-affinity adsorption of the tail to the bacterial host and increasing the rate of successful infection. Interestingly, S. flexneri can target key steps in mucin biosynthesis and function including gene transcription, protein glycosylation, and secretion as strategies to alter the mucus barrier to facilitate infection (27) . A common feature of mucin and the surface of S. flexneri is carbohydrates, as mucin is highly glycosylated and S. flexneri is covered by lipopolysaccharides. It will be interesting to see if and how these structural features in the I domain relate to the interplay among the phage, its bacterial host, and the metazoan. In phage P22, the I domain was shown to play roles in capsid protein folding, capsid assembly, and incorporation of the portal protein (23). It is not known if the Sf6 I domain also plays these functional roles.
Molecular Determinants That Mediate Differential Formations of the
Hexon and the Penton. Pentons introduce the curvature into the protein shell and are essential for icosahedral capsid assembly. It was not previously understood how the two types of capsomers, i.e., pentons and hexons, are usually formed by the same capsid protein in tailed DNA phages. The present phage Sf6 structure reveals the structural basis in atomic detail.
In Sf6, the penton is formed with an overall similar pattern of intermolecular interactions as the hexon; that is, five copies of A domains juxtapose to form the central core, surrounded by flexible plank modules that are more bent than those in the hexon ( Fig. 3 and SI Appendix, Fig. S7 ). However, the relative orientation between adjacent molecules in the penton changes drastically by ∼39°compared with that in the hexon, thereby generating the curvature (SI Appendix, Fig. S7 A-D) . This change is mediated mainly by A domains, and the details of intermolecular interactions differ significantly between pentons and hexons. Residues 182-206 adopt drastically different conformations between the hexon and penton. Within this region, residues 189-198 form an α-helix near the center of the hexon, whereas they refold to form a β-structure in the penton, adding a strand to the β-sheet in the A domain ( Fig. 3 and Movie S2). Accompanying this α-helix-to-β-strand transition, residue W196 moves by as much as 16 Å. In the hexon, W196 stacks with W146, whereas in the penton W196 moves away from W146 and inserts into a hydrophobic pocket in the adjacent molecule formed by α3, β7, and the newly formed β-strand (SI Appendix, Fig. S7 E  and F) . In the hexon, the W146 side chain inserts between α3 from one molecule and α4 from the adjacent molecule, whereas in the penton it flips over, dragging helix α4 closer to α3 and causing a rotation of helix α4. A third tryptophan residue, W173, is located at the outermost periphery of the A domain (distal to the capsomer center) and is inserted into a hydrophobic crevice formed by α3 and loop 281-290 from the adjacent molecule, which involves similar intermolecular interactions in the hexon and the penton, thereby serving as a hinge to hold together the outermost periphery of the two adjacent A domains. Consequently, the A domain in the penton rolls along its adjacent counterpart, leading to significant bending between the two neighboring molecules, compared with the hexon, and generating the curvature. Due to the bending, the five copies of I domains in the penton, which are located at higher radii, have few inter-Idomain interactions. There are ∼20% more intermolecular H-bonds between a pair of neighboring molecules in the penton than in the hexon (∼50% increase for intermolecular H-bonds involving A domains), suggesting that the penton is significantly more stable than the hexon in the context of the capsid, which is consistent with its role in generating the curvature for the icosahedral lattice.
Such a α-helix-to-β-strand transition was not observed in HK97 (12) . Instead, the portion in HK97 corresponding to the Sf6 helix α5 (residues 189-198) is a loop that exhibits differential conformations between the hexon and penton environments, likely serving as a similar structural determinant that mediates differential formation of hexons and pentons. Additionally, in HK97, A domains from adjacent molecules show multiple charge:charge interactions involving basic and acidic residues (12) . Such charge:charge interaction is absent in Sf6.
Adjacent Capsomers Are Interlocked via Mutually Penetrating
Structural Elements, Resembling Mortise-and-Tenon Joinery. Adjacent capsomers are interlocked via mutually penetrating structural elements from plank modules and N arms, reminiscent of mortise-and-tenon joinery (Fig. 4 and SI Appendix, Fig. S8 ). The P-domain β-sheet and the E loop from an adjacent molecule in the same capsomer form a pocket into which helix α1 and the P loop (residues 393-396) in the juxtaposing molecule from the other capsomer insert, forming numerous intercapsomer H-bonds and representing a three-molecule synapse. The overall mode of these interactions resembles that in HK97 (12) , but the details differ significantly (Fig. 4 and SI Appendix, Fig. S8A ). The mortise-and-tenon-like intercapsomer interactions exhibit precise structural complementarity at the interface, which not only connects adjacent capsomers strongly, but also can prevent capsomers from disengaging radially.
The N Arms Form a Network Throughout the Capsid. The N arm is highly extended, forming abundant interactions with neighboring molecules along a path length of 167 Å (Fig. 5 and SI Appendix,  Fig. S9 ), and such interactions frequently involve a single residue or a short polypeptide fragment being engaged with multiple molecules within a single capsomer or from different capsomers. The very N terminus of the N arm is exposed on the outer surface of the capsid. Using the N arm from molecule A as an example, residues N3 and N4 juxtapose with I75 and S76 in the E loop of molecule F from a different capsomer, forming β-β interactions by making H-bonds between mainchain oxygen and nitrogen atoms (Fig. 4C and Fig. 5 ). Residue N3 side chain makes H-bonds with E92 in the P domain of molecule E and with L74 in the E loop of molecule F, both from the adjacent capsomer, thus contributing to the stability of the adjacent capsomer. Residue S7 side chain is H-bonded to the side chain of D243 in the I domain in molecule F from the adjacent capsomer. The N arm then reaches the quasi-or icosahedral twofold axis, where it forms β-β interactions with its equivalent in molecule E from a different capsomer by juxtaposed residues S10 and Q11. This fragment also forms van der Waals interactions with residues 43-45 of the N arm in molecule B from the same capsomer ( Fig. 5 and Fig. 4C) . The N arm then extends into the capsid interior and runs in an elongated crevice underneath molecules B and A (SI Appendix, Fig. S9 ). Residue F21 side chain inserts into a pocket between the A and I domains of molecule B. The C-terminal end of the N arm finally arrives at a site next to another quasi-or icosahedral twofold axis, which is related to the previous one by a quasi-or icosahedral threefold symmetry, where it interacts with helix α1 in the P domain of molecule G from the adjacent penton and the N-terminal fragment of the N arm of molecule F from the same capsomer ( Fig. 5 and SI Appendix, Fig. S9 ). Therefore, each N arm interacts with as many as six molecules, that is, molecules A, B, and F from the same capsomer, molecules E and F from the adjacent capsomer, and molecule G from the adjacent pentameric capsomer. At each quasi-or icosahedral twofold axis, four N arms join to form a molecular junction. In the context of the capsid, the N arms interweave into a network that tangentially holds together capsomers (Fig. 5B) .
It is interesting to note that the β-β interactions between two juxtaposed N arms (residues S10 and Q11) at the quasi-and icosahedral twofold axes as described above for Sf6 are missing in the HK97 structure. In HK97, intermolecular interactions at twofold axes involve four glutamine residues that are arranged loosely in a head-to-head manner at the hexon:hexon interface but in a more compact, interlocked, zipper-like manner at the penton:hexon interface (12) . It is likely that the β-β interactions, that is, mainchain:mainchain H-bonds, contribute to stronger intermolecular interactions; thus, higher stability of the Sf6 capsid and the absence of such interaction in HK97 may correlate with the requirement for the unique covalent crosslinking between residues K169 in the E loop and N356 in the P domain. Given the fact that most tailed phages do not have the covalent cross-linking as in HK97, it is likely that such β-β interaction may be present in other tailed phages.
In Sf6, each N arm from hexons is gripped deeply in a narrow crevice between a pair of adjacent molecules (SI Appendix, Fig.  S9 ). The N arms from pentons are more buried due to the bending intermolecular interface (SI Appendix, Fig. S9 ). The depth and length of those crevices and the nature of the extensive molecular interactions formed by N arms suggest that it is unlikely for N arms to move into those narrow and deep crevices after those crevices are formed. Instead, N arms may have occupied the observed positions before formation of the hexons and pentons and before formation of the mature capsid. Moreover, the present structure shows precise structural complementarity at the intercapsomer interfaces around the quasi-or icosahedral twofold axes, leaving no space for the very N-terminal region to be threaded from the capsid interior to the exterior after such intercapsomer interfaces are formed. This is even more unlikely in phage T7, the capsid protein of which has a longer N-terminal fragment that is also exposed on the mature capsid exterior (15) . Previous results showed that, in procapsid, N arms are situated at the inner surface of the protein shell, putatively kept in a metastable state by interaction with the scaffold proteins (15, 19, 21, 22, 28) . It is likely that, during procapsid-to-capsid maturation, N arms depart from the original state as seen in the procapsid and begin to bind to interacting partners and extend to the outside of the protein shell, which promotes conformational changes and capsid protein rearrangements that lead to formation of mature forms of hexons and pentons and ultimately the mature capsid. Our results suggest that N arms may play an active role in regulating capsid assembly and maturation.
Implications for Capsid Assembly. The present structure reveals, at atomic detail, assembly of a headful DNA-packaging phage in its authentic, DNA-filled state. Capsomers are assembled with relatively invariant A domains forming the central cores, which are surrounded by highly flexible peripheral domains forming intercapsomer interfaces (SI Appendix, Fig. S10 ). Differential formations of hexons and pentons are mediated by a dramatic structural rearrangement in the A domain, leading to curvature at the fivefold vertices that is required for formation of the icosahedral lattice. Intercapsomer interfaces are characteristic of precise, mortise-and-tenon-like interactions. The highly extended N arms interweave into a network over the capsid and tangentially hold together capsomers and render the capsid ultrastable. The N arms likely play an active role in regulating capsid assembly and maturation. Additional domains, in this case the threonine-rich I domains, are studded on the capsid outer surface and take part in interactions with hosts or metazoa. Such an assembly scheme may be common among tailed DNA phages and herpesviruses.
The seven chemically identical capsid protein subunits in the icosahedral asymmetric unit are all structurally distinct, indicating remarkable global conformational polymorphism. The plank modules undergo bending to different extents among the seven molecules, dependent on their local environments in the icosahedral lattice. The hexon is asymmetric and curled, resulting in a curved, smooth (instead of faceted) inner surface for the five hexons surrounding a penton. Curling of the hexons and bending of the plank modules make the capsid deviate from the ideal icosahedron. Indeed, the Sf6 capsid is estimated to have a sphere factor of ∼0.5; that is, the capsid is approximately halfway between an ideal icosahedron and a sphere. On the one hand, these features match the structural requirements for formation of the T = 7 icosahedral protein shell. On the other hand, they may reflect the need for uniformly propagating the putative high internal pressure onto the protein shell wall. The observed flexibility of the capsid proteins may reflect conformational changes that are needed to accommodate the densely packed DNA during the DNA-packaging process. Thus, the present structure likely represents a tensed state under the putative high internal pressure in an authentic, DNAfilled capsid, mimicking an inflated balloon.
The capsid is assembled via noncovalent interactions, but displays ultrastability as required to stand with the high internal pressure resulting from DNA packaging. Such stability is made possible by several features of intermolecular interactions in the Sf6 capsid. The extended N arms provide a long-distance reinforcing mechanism for the capsid, and portions of the N arms often lie at molecular interfaces and are frequently engaged in multivalent interactions with multiple molecules. A number of β-β intermolecular interactions and mainchain:mainchain H-bonds are observed. The β-β interactions are reminiscent of those in fibroin in silkworm silk (29) and spidroin in spider silk (30) , which possess outstanding physical stiffness/toughness and are arguably among the strongest, yet flexible, proteinaceous materials in nature. The β-β interactions are also dominant in β-amyloid (31) . We propose that the abundant β-β interactions observed in the Sf6 structure confer significant physical strength yet flexibility as required for dynamic capsid assembly and DNA packaging. This may explain why the procapsid-to-capsid maturation process is ubiquitous among tailed DNA phages. A metastable procapsid forms first, aided by scaffold proteins, which then transform into the highly stable mature capsid in an irreversible process, triggered by DNA packaging and mediated by structural elements such as the N arms. The advantage of such a two-step assembly mechanism over direct formation of the ultrastable capsid is to prevent the formation of aberrant products caused by an avalanche of formation of strong interactions as observed in the mature capsid.
Overall, the present structure delineates how a DNA-inflated, thin, rigid, protein shell is constructed via noncovalent interactions. The structure can have implications in fabrication of polypeptide-based, strong but flexible, self-assembled nanocontainers.
Materials and Methods
The Sf6 phage was grown and purified as described in SI Appendix, SI Text. The purified phage was frozen-hydrated using a standard procedure. The cryoEM images were recorded on a Titan Krios with a K2 Summit direct electron detector operating on a superresolution counting mode. A total of 2,009 movies were recorded, from which 69,094 particles were boxed. The structure was determined with single-particle cryoEM method using the jspr software package (32) . The atomic model was built automatically with Phenix, aided by manual rebuilding with Coot. The model was refined in the real space with Coot and then in the reciprocal space with Phenix using structure factors calculated from the region covering the asymmetric unit carved from the cryoEM map. The refined model is of good stereochemistry (SI Appendix, Table S1 ). The final model contains residues 2-423 for all of the seven protein molecules in the icosahedral asymmetric unit. The only missing residue is the N-terminal Met. There is a density at the center of the hexon, surrounded by the six-histidine residue H186, which was modeled as a chloride ion due to its abundance in the sample buffer.
